the writer benjamin franklin loved to read when he was young he borrowed books from anyone who would lend them. benjamin franklin wit and wisdom name that ben pbs - during the eighteenth century it was common for writers and journalists to use pseudonyms or false names when they created newspaper articles and letters to the, ibpa benjamin franklin awards annual book awards program - join ibpa april 3 2020 at the 32nd annual ibpa benjamin franklin award ceremony join ibpa as we honor the winners of our 32nd annual ibpa benjamin franklin award, benjamin franklin was an unsaved modernist - benjamin franklin was an unsaved modernist by david j stewart james 2 19 thou believest that there is one god thou doest well the devils also believe, benjamin franklin timeline softschools com - benjamin franklin was an inventor and a thinker he made many contributions to the america we know today and his achievements are outlined in this timeline, benjamin franklin the wampum chronicles - savages we call them because their manners differ from ours which we think the perfection of civility they think the same of theirs perhaps if we could examine, pennsylvania assembly benjamin franklin historical society - franklin was called into almost every branch of public life in 1748 the governor of pennsylvania chose him to the commission of the peace and the city elected him to